LTE910PS POTSwap Kit Options

**LTE910PS POTSwap – Unit Only Option**
Janus offers those customers who would like to source their own POTSwap accessories the ability to do so with our “unit only” options. The “unit only” options include none of the standard or premium accessories included in the kits.

**LTE910PS POTSwap – STANDARD KITS**
Janus POTSwap STANDARD KITS offer customers a POTSwap unit and standard accessories that are suitable for use within most office environments. The kits contain all items necessary to operate a POTSwap under normal operational situations.

**Included in standard kits are:**
- (1) LTE910PS POTSwap (specific version chosen by customer)
- (1) AC/DC Wall Adapter 12V 24W
- (2) LTE Antenna with SMA Connector (swivel)
- (1) GPS Active Antenna – Waterproof – Magnetic Mount – SMA Connector - 10 Feet
- (1) Quick Start Guide Documentation

**LTE910PS POTSwap – PREMIUM KITS**
Janus POTSwap Premium Kits offer customers a POTSwap unit and accessories that assist in protecting the POTSwap from electrical damage caused by lightning strike or other environmental issues and are more appropriate for challenging installations.

**Included in premium kits are:**
- (1) LTE910PS POTSwap (specific version chosen by customer)
- (1) AC/DC Wall Adapter 12V 24W
- (1) 3-in-1 LTE MIMO/GNSS Antenna with SMA connector – 10’
- (3) Lightning Arrestors SMA Jack to SMA Bulkhead
- (3) 18” Patch Cable SMA to SMA
- (1) Grounding Wire 12AWG stranded, Green 30ft
- (1) Quick Start Guide Documentation